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I. Context



1. This is rapidly moving from an Environmental Challenge to a Political Trophy.

It is politically correct to attack plastic because the standard population is in favor of the 
concept, it's very visual and the turtle with the straw in the nose is very touchy. What is 
happening in Europe with the UN elections is a perfect example, pure populism.

2.  Emotion is stronger than intellect.

The context of the environmental challenges (Global Warming, Earth Overshot Day, Plastic 
Waste in the Oceans, etc..) is secondary, coming back to the turtle example above, people 
don't realize that plastic drastically avoids carbon emissions and plastic recycling even more, 
but banning is easy and everyone likes it regardless of the acidification of the oceans as a 
consequence of global warming that will eventually kill all turtles...

3. Recycling Content will end up being mandatory everywhere, it's only a matter of time.

The challenge is to keep it within technical and operational feasibility, 50% is the absolute 
max.

4. Extended Producer Responsibility will grow.

On the collection side, EPR will evolve, this could become very expensive and might make the 
whole recycling concept unviable specially in developing countries. I think is the biggest 
threat.

Global-Regional-Local

8 Principles on PET Packaging Trend



Global-Regional-Local

5. There will not be enough material.

We are competing not only against other Brands with similar recycling content targets, 
but also with other applications like high end fibers for sports clothing (Adidas, Nike, 
Umbro, etc..), fibers for the Chinese market installing recycling plants in every country, 
sheet, strapping and many others.

6. Collection and ownership of the collected bottles will be the driver.

Whomever controls the bottles will have the key to success, not the recyclers. A 
recycling plant with no feedstock is worthless.

7. vPET price will go down while rPET will go up.

This is inevitable, the worst part is that there could be a moment where price could be 
irrelevant, if you don't have the bottles to be recycled, you will not comply with 
regulation.

8. The key is to develop Circular Economy Sustainable Business Models.

A balance between control of feedstock, high end technology, efficient processing and 
valorization of all the components of the bottle into high value applications (clear PET, 
blue PET, green PET, caps and labels).

8 Principles on PET Packaging Trend



II. PetStar Sustainable Business Model



1995 - 2019

Previo ECOCE Fase 1 Fase 2

Historic Collected Volumes



Capacidad Nominal F1 (20,000 Ton) y F2 (40,000 Ton).

Fase 1 Fase 2

2009 - 2019

Historic Recycled into PCR Volumes



Acquired by Arca Continental in 2012

Became an Asset of the Mexican Coca-Cola Industry



PetStar Sustainable Business Model
Example of Circular Economy Worldwide



PetStar Supply Chain
Traceable and Without Intermediaries

Objective Yield of the PetStar Sustainable Business Model: 90%



Collection Market Reality
Competitors Supply Chain



Basic Consolidator

First Point where the Bottles is Valorized 



✓ Systemic
✓ Focused on Processes
✓ Trainable
✓ Implementable
✓ Certifiable
✓ Auditable
✓ Adjustable
✓ Replicable

Inclusive Collection Model 
Part of our Collection Processes



Supply Chain Free of Child Labor

Policy and Visualization Tool



Natural PET

Blue PET

Green PET 

Exotic PET

We purchase all translucid bottles at the market blend, without limiting
any bottles that otherwise would become an environmental liability,

unrinsed and with caps and labels

PET purchasing strategy 

We always pick it up with our own Trucks



Cradle to Cradle (C2C) Certification

PetStar Sustainable Business Model Tangible in rPET



2009 - 2019

Historic Down Time (Washing Lines)

Tiempo Muerto Nominal Proveedor (22.4%).



Tiempo Muerto Nominal Proveedor (8.7%).

2009 - 2019

Historic Down Time (Extrussion Lines)



Fase 1 Fase 2

Tiempo Muerto Nominal Proveedor (4.0%).

2009 - 2019

Historic Down Time (SSP Line)



PE & PP High End Compounds

Poliolefin Compound Project

High End 

Compounds

PP y PE

Option 2

Coke Crates

Option 1

Automotive

Extrusion and 

CompoundingPoliolefin

(caps & labels)
Polymer Sorting 

(PP, PE,BOPP)



Social Value 
Through PetStar’s rPET, be Tangible in the Bottle

IMPACT REPORTED

MAKE THE EFFORTS TANGIBLE

✓ Communication Strategy (materiality)

✓ Actions of local presence

✓ Link with organizations to achieve the results 

and strategic report

✓ Monitoring of model indicators

✓ Analysis of results

✓ Interactions with the IMCC

✓ Messages according to the audience

Customers/Shareholders

Proposal with differentiator
Is when the consumer of the Mexican Coca-Cola Industry 

knows the benefits of the recycled resin from the packaging of 

their drink and these contribute their purchase decision.

Impact evidence
Is when PetStar develops the indicators and collects the data 

that prove the social, environmental and economic value of the 

recycled resin it produces and of the PetStar Sustainable 

Business Model. 

Tangible impact
Is when PetStar communicates to its customers and 

shareholders the social, environmental and economic benefits 

of its recycled resin and communicate it to its stakeholders

Sustainable awareness
Is when the employees of the Mexican Coca-Cola Industry 

became aware of the social, environmental and economic 

benefits of recycled resin and seek to transmit this knowledge 

to different audiences. 

Social Story 

behind the 

PetStar  

Recycled Resin



III. PetStar Museum - Auditorium

15,000 Visitors in 2019



Museum - Auditorium



Auditorium

Museum - Auditorium
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Museum - Auditorium



Green Roof

Museum - Auditorium



Touristic Corridor

Museum - Auditorium



Simple action of a very high environmental impact as you reduce the volume 
75%, generating the related Carbon Footprint benefit

Museum - Auditorium



www.petstar.mx


